We report on current profile evolution in EAST NBI driven plasmas where two neutral beams are injected, one during the current ramp phase and the second during flattop. At the end of the current ramp phase, it is found that a flat q profile with q 0 ∼1 is achieved with low magnetic shear in the core. It is observed that plasma current and density both relax much faster than resistive time, even in the absence of sawtooth activity when H-L transition occurs. Density fluctuations associated with magnetic perturbations (3/2) as a precursor to the H-L transition are observed. It is likely that these modes play a role in fast current transport.
Introduction
Plasma confinement and the sustaining of a steady-state tokamak reactor depends on current density profile control to manage various instabilities. Current density and pressure profile are most fundamental parameters for tokamak operation and physics [1] since they provide the free energy to drive various instabilities, some of which are disastrous to fusion reactor operation. A number of operational scenarios have been identified for high performance and high beta tokamak operation [2, 3] . Current profile is determined not only by external current drives but also depends upon the current transport. The current transport could be well beyond resistive diffusion in a high-temperature plasma. Anomalous current transport can arise from magnetic reconnections, selfgenerated current (dynamo effect) through various magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) activities, and magnetic flux pumping or kinetic effects such as fast particles loss in stochastic magnetic fields [4, 5] . Therefore, the understanding of current transport in a long pulse tokamak (EAST) using ITER-relevant actuators (NBI, LHCD) becomes increasingly important, and provides a strong physics base for the development of operation scenarios.
Measurement of current profile is one of the most difficult measurements in burning plasmas, where only a few optic accessibilities are available. PoPola (poloidal polarimetry diagnostics using far-infrared lasers) is implemented in ITER to measure current density. Current density is inferred from the internal magnetic field information through Ampere's law. Magnetic fields are obtained by using wellknown Faraday rotation polarimetry which measures birefringence of plasmas. Successful development of Faradayeffect polarimetry is important to understand and control burning plasmas in ITER.
Experiments
Here we present the current profile evolution in NBI-driven plasmas where two neutral beams are injected during the current ramp phase and flattop respectively, as shown in figure 1 . The first NBI heating starts before flattop so as to reduce current peaking. The H-mode is achieved by the second NBI to raise β N to 2%. The confinement degrades after the plasma enters H-mode while the density remains unchangeable ( figure 1(c) ). At 4.3 s an H-L transition takes place with a 25% drop in β N . The density drops by 50% to the level before the second NBI was turned on.
As described in detail in previous publications [6] [7] [8] , EAST polarimeter-interferometer (POINT), double-pass, horizontal, radially-viewing chords access the plasma via an equatorial port is also based on a three-wave technique. The chord is located at z=−34, −17, 0, 17, and 34 cm, as shown in figure 2 . The three-wave technique employed three CW formic acid (HCOOH) far-infrared lasers at a nominal wavelength of 432.5 μm, which are optically pumped by independent infrared CO 2 lasers. Output power is more than 30 mW per cavity. Two lasers, with a slight frequency offset (∼1 MHz), are made collinear with counter-rotating circular polarization in order to determine the Faraday effect by measuring their phase difference,y ,
where λ is the wavelength of the beam, dR is the plasma path length, and B R in Tesla is the magnetic field component in the radial direction, and R and Z are the respective coordinators, as shown in figure 2 . The third laser, also frequency offset, is used as a reference, providing local oscillator (LO) power to each detector so that one can obtain the phase shift caused by the plasma electron density.
The line-integrated magnetic and density measurements (see equations (1) and (2)) have to be inverted to obtain the local quantities. The equilibrium magnetic reconstruction technique (EFIT) has been widely used in the tokamak community to interpret experimental data [9] . The EAST EFIT is based on the axis-symmetry Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation as a basic constrain to self-consistently calculate the magnetic flux function to match all available experimental data, including discharge current, external magnetic flux loops, pressure profile and Faraday rotation measurements. The best fit to the experimental data provides the radial magnetic field in different vertical Z positions. The detailed EFIT validation using Faraday polarimetry is published elsewhere [10] . Therefore, current density dynamics can be obtained experimentally.
Significant changes of Faraday rotation and density are measured during H-L transition, as shown in figure 3 . All five chords show a fast density drop during H-L transition, where the transition is evident by the absence of edge-localized modes (ELMs). Accompanied by a density drop, the Faraday rotation angle changes partially due to density variation and partially to magnetic field variation. The absolute amplitude of Faraday rotation above and below the midplane decreases, implying current relaxation. The central Faraday rotation angle (blue line in figure 3(c) ) shows no change, implying the magnetic axis is unchanged when the current profile relaxes after H-L transition. Typical EFITs at H-mode and L-mode With the help of EFIT we are able to reconstruct the current profile during H-L transition. The current profiles during H-L transition are measured as shown in figure 5(a) . Before the transition at t=4.26 s, current density on the magnetic axis is 150 A cm −2 . After transition the central current density drops to 120 A cm −2 . Core current density exhibits rapid relaxation within 20 ms (see figure 5(a) ). Even though an attempt is made to raise q above one by neutral beam heating in this shot, the actual current profile continues at a peak, so central q is below one before H-L transition. The minimum q is below one during H-mode phase (see figure 5(b) ). While central q is lower than one in H-mode, discharge density at the central chord (Z=0) shows a clear sawtooth cycle in figure 5 . The q less than one indicates that there is a resonant surface (q=1) for resistive tearing mode to trigger the sawtooth. It is inconclusive so far whether every sawtooth event in H-mode has incomplete magnetic reconnection due to uncertainties. However, it is clearly illustrated in figure 5(b) that there is no sawtooth event when q is above one after current relaxation in L-mode. The entire sawtooth (shown in green bars in figure 5(b) ) is eliminated, as is confirmed by soft-X ray tomography.
Current profile measurements and expected sawtooth behavior highly suggest that current profile does indeed relax from H-L mode while total discharge current remains unchangeable ( figure 1(a) ). The spritzer resistivity estimated from Z eff and electron temperature during H-L transition is shown in figure 6 . The resistivity at the core decreases from H-L transition due to impurity reduction and a slight increase in electron temperature. The variation of current density from H to L is in the order of 20-40 A cm −2 . The resistive time for the current to diffuse can be estimated from τ∼μ 0 /η× (0.5a)∼2 s, which is much longer than the observed duration of ∼10-100 ms. Therefore it is unlikely to be due to inductive current transport (ηJ IND =E IND ) where E IND is an inductive electric field. The drop in resistivity from H-mode to L-mode and the drop in averaged loop voltage imply that variation of the inductive current might be negligible. Therefore, the change of core current density most likely arises from other mechanisms than resistive diffusion.
Discussions
Fluctuation-induced current transport is governed by Faraday's law and parallel Ohm's law. Various forces balance the parallel electric field where n e is the electron density, e is the electron charge and  P e is the electron pressure tensor. J, E, v e and B are the plasma current density, electric field, electron velocity, and magnetic field, respectively. The parallel mean-field Ohm's law can be obtained by including fluctuation-induced electromagnetic mean forces
n e e 5 r r e e, e where δ denotes a fluctuating quantity, 〈 〉 denotes a mean or ensemble-averaged quantity, and the inertial term (dJ/dt) is negligible. The first term on the right-hand side can be divi-
, where v i is the ion velocity. The second term on the right-hand side is the kinetic dynamo which arises from the transport of field-aligned electron momentum in the radial direction [11] [12] [13] . From equation (3) one can estimate the inductive electric field~m
which cannot be balanced by resistive current (∼0.1 V m −1 ) where the electric field is calculated from loop voltage. This is consistent with the current resistive diffusion not being responsible for current transport, as mentioned above. Therefore, magnetic fluctuation-induced current transport might be important in current transport [12] [13] [14] .
It should be noted that fast particle-driven current is not included in fluid equation (5) . Neutral beam (2 MW/55 keV) current density is calculated to be 30 A cm −2 in the core [15] . If fast particles can transport much faster than classical confinement it might change current density. It occurs that the current density change during discharge is comparable to the neutral beam driven current density, while bootstrap current is negligible in the core. We speculate that either fluctuation-induced current transport or fast particle transport can be responsible for current transport. Both depend on the electron velocity fluctuations, pressure fluctuation, and magnetic fluctuations in plasmas where those important parameters are extremely difficult to measure in a high-temperature plasma core. To this end we have been improving POINT to measure magnetic fluctuations. Since Faraday rotation measures the product of density and magnetic field, we have to isolate density and magnetic fluctuations. On the other hand, density fluctuations also play a role in current transport via pressure fluctuation in equation (5) .
Equilibrium density and density fluctuations are measured by interferometer along the same line of sight of polarimetry. During H-L transition, density fluctuations (n=2, m=3) associated with magnetic fluctuations as a precursor before transition are observed, and (3/2 mode) is identified during L-mode phase, as shown in figure 7 . These magnetic fluctuations are measured by Mirnov coils as shown in figure 7(a) . Mode numbers are determined by toroidal and poloidal arrays on an inside vacuum wall. The 3/2 tearing mode (frequency ∼15-20 kHz) is observed in H-mode phase while the current profile remains peaking. The mode disappears just after the current relaxation, for a period from 4.37 s to 4.5 s, and low frequency mode (∼2 kHz and its harmonics) pops up. This mode has not been identified experimentally yet. The co-existence is maintained of 3/2 mode and this low frequency mode in L-mode phase with a less peaking current profile. When the back-transition to H mode takes place at 4.75 s, both 3/2 mode and the low frequency mode disappear. It seems that the 3/2 mode alone will not cause current relaxation, which prompts us to speculate that the nonlinear couple between the 3/2 mode and this low frequency mode contribute to current relaxation. Furthermore, the 3/2 mode is linearly stable, based on NIMROD [16] modeling using measured current and pressure profile, which implies that the nonlinear effect is important.
Summary
In summary, in a neutral beam heating plasma, current profile relaxation from H-mode to L-mode has been measured. The 3/2 mode (likely tearing mode) and an unidentified low frequency mode co-exist in L-mode where the current profile remains below peak such that there is no sawtooth activity. The current relaxation time is much larger than resistive diffusion. It is speculated that the mode coupling plays an important role in keeping the current profile more flat. Direct measurements of mode coupling and determination of current transport flux is needed to fully understand the current transport mechanism.
